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A Hierarchical Location Prediction Neural Network for
Twitter User Geolocation
Introduction
Accurate estimation of user location is important for many online services. Previous neural network based methods largely ignore the hierarchical structure among
locations. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical location prediction neural network for Twitter user geolocation. It ﬁrst predicts the home country for a user, then uses
the country result to guide the city‐level prediction. Our model can accommodate various feature combinations and achieves state‐of‐the‐art results over three
commonly used benchmarks under different feature settings. It not only improves the prediction accuracy but also greatly reduces the mean error distance.

Method
• we first use word embedding and character‐level CNN model to
represent text as word vectors. Then we apply Bi‐LSTM to learn
semantic representations for these texts, which are further fed
into word‐level attention module to learn one representation
vector for each text.
• Combining text representations, embeddings for user language,
time zone, and network, we get T+6 representation vectors. Two
transformer encoders are used to learn the correlation between
these vectors and generates classification features for country and
city. The country prediction results are further used to constrain
the city‐level prediction.

Experiments
• We validate our method on three widely used datasets, Twitter‐
US, Twitter‐World, WNUT, with four different feature settings, text,
text+metadata, text+network, text+metadata+network.
• Only using text feature from tweets, our model HLPNN‐Text works
the best among all these text‐based location prediction systems
and wins by a large margin. It not only improves prediction
accuracy but also greatly reduces mean error distance.
• With text and metadata, HLPNN‐Meta correctly predicts locations
of 57.2% users in WNUT dataset, which is even better than these
location prediction systems that use text, metadata, and network.
• Adding network feature further improves our model’s
performances. It achieves state‐of‐the‐art results combining all
features on these three datasets. On Twitter‐US dataset, our
model variant HLPNN‐Net achieves a 4.6% increase in Acc@161
against previous state‐of‐the‐art methods (Do et al., 2017) and
(Rahimi et al., 2018). The prediction accuracy of HLPNN‐Net on
WNUT dataset is similar to (Miura et al., 2017), but with a
noticeable lower mean error distance.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical location prediction neural network, which combines text, metadata, network information for user location prediction. Our model
can accommodate various feature combinations. Extensive experiments have been conducted to validate the effectiveness of our model under four different feature
settings across three commonly used benchmarks.
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